Livescoring for Showjumping
on Main-Events.com
Use ENTRY NOTES to record RET (retired), ELIM (eliminated) or DNS (did not start). Type in 999 as the faults score
in the round where elimination or retirement occurred. Leave Rnd1 scores in place if horse was eliminated/retired
in second or jump off rounds. Don't worry about the DNS horses as the office will need to check those anyway.
If a horse is not in the class list - don't worry. All scores are checked by the office - they can be added in at that stage.

One Round - no jump off
Type faults and times directly in the FINAL score
area as shown. Don't forget to SAVE.
If eliminated or retired, type in 999 for the Total Faults
and type ELIM or RET in the Entry Notes.

One Round with jump off
BUT incurred faults in first round

One Round with jump off
and CLEAR in first round

Important to set Qualify For Final/Jo to FALSE.
Do not put anything into Total Faults.
If eliminated or retired type in 999 as faults in round.

Important to set Qualify For Final/Jo to TRUE
Ignore Rnd 2 boxes - put jump off time & faults into the
Total Faults and Time JO. Type in 999 if elim/ret.

Two Phase

Power & Speed / Two Phase - Special

Two Rounds with jump off

Clear faults in first round can continue on to second
phase. . If judges don't call out a Rnd 1 Time, leave
blank. If clear in the first phase, it is important to set
Qualify For Final/JO to TRUE.

Record both round faults and times. As there is no jump
off the Qualify for Final? can be left as FALSE. If judges
don't call out a Rnd 1 Time, leave blank.

Record 1st and 2nd round faults and times as usual.
If the combination was clear in BOTH rounds, then it is
important to set Qualify For Final/JO to TRUE. Put their
jump off faults & times in the Total Faults and Time JO.

Faults and times from 2nd phase recorded directly in
the Total Faults and Time JO.
If ELIM or RET type in 999 as faults in the round.

Add both round faults together and put in TOTAL
FAULTS. And repeat the Rnd 2 Time as the TIME JO.
If ELIM or RET type in 999 as faults in the round.

If not in JO, add faults from both rounds & enter into
Total Faults but if combination did NOT qualify for 2nd
round, leave Total Faults blank. In both cases ensure
Qualify for Final/JO is FALSE and Time JO is blank.

REMEMBER - in all cases, you are NOT the judge. DO NOT put in ANY placings OR points unless the judge checks them off!

